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BACKGROUND AND RATIONAL

The Delphi method was developed by Project RAND during the 1950-1960s. It has been used ever
since, together with various modifications and reformulations. The Delphi method is typically used
when long-term issues (up to 30 years) have to be assessed. It is a useful means of predicting and
assessing emerging developments where there is no empirical database, where external factors are
likely to have a determining effect and where social arguments may dominate economic or technical
considerations.
The goal of a Delphi study is to collect and synthesise opinions from experts in the field and to
achieve a degree of convergence. The Delphi method is based on structural surveys. The key features
of Delphi survey are giving feedback and the anonymity of the participants. Therefore, the experts
from the second round are under the influence of their colleagues’ opinions, and this is what
differentiates Delphi from ordinary opinion surveys. In the real time Delphi version the responses
from experts are shown as they are given (real time) for other participants to see.
Only few countries (e.g. Poland and Romania) have used Delphi method in the context of RIS3. Delphi
can be used for different purposes in the connection of RIS3 such as stakeholders’ assessment of
regional innovation capacity, future outlook, scenario building etc. Figure 1 below illustrates rational
behind Delphi

Collect expert opinion on emerging developments

Synthesize expert views

Develop consensus view

Figure 1 - Rational behind Delphi application
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DESCRIPTION OF THE APPLICATION

eDelphi is an open source software that can be used to develop and administer a Classic multi
phased Delphi or a Real-Time Delphi. It is a platform that allows users to design, implement,
document and report on surveys, studies and discussions. The platform allows users to create and
customise panels where surveys (called queries on eDelphi) can be added. The user is able to invite
participants to the panel who can reply to the surveys. Afterwards the survey results can be
aggregated and the group results can be fed back to participants.
The eDelphi application is available in Finnish and English. Using the main features of eDelphi is free
of charge, however, additional features are available in the premium package. Further information
about pricing can be found in eDelphi application.
Figure 2 provides the overview of the Delphi method.

Present
results of
each round
anonymously

Selection of
subject and
development
of a survey

Opinions of experts

Figure 2 - Overview of Delphi application
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BENEFITS TO KEY ACTORS AND STAKE HOLDERS
Delphi method forces people to think about the future. In relation to workshops or focus groups,
Delphi gives participants the opportunity to think in more depth and gather further information
between the rounds. It is efficient method to develop in-depth analyses, ranking and priority-settings
among the experts based on together developed consensus. Figure 3 illustrates the key benefits of
Delphi application to RIS3 stakeholders.

Get in-depth expert view of emerging
developments

Delphi

Set priorities based on rankings

Develop consensus among experts

Figure 3 - Benefits to stakeholders when using Delphi
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KEY ISSUES AND REQUIREMENTS

Before starting to form a Delphi survey, it is necessary to conduct desktop research in order to
understand what are the existing trends and uncertainties related to the political, economic, social
and technological development in the region (e.g. using the PEST analysis template of 3.2. Scenario
building application or collectively using 1.3. Debate at a glance application). The desktop research is
needed to be able to form statements about future development that can be then assessed by the
experts in the Delphi survey.
Delphi method may potentially have a high impact on RIS3 work quality with the right focus setting
and when the participants devote their time and thought for the exercise. Special attention is
required for the selection criteria of expert participants and to make sure that the participants
understand the purpose of Delphi inquiry and that they need to take part in all data collection
rounds.

• Desktop research
of future outlook

step 1

step 2
• Formulation of
statements for
Delphi survey
• Invite experts

• Run multiple
rounds
• Synthesize results

step 3

Figure 4 - Key issues when using Delphi application
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A STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE

Setting up an account
1. Go to the homepage of eDelphi at https://www.edelphi.org/.
2. Login to the platform on the left side using a Google/Facebook/Twitter account (see Figure
5).
a. Alternatively, register on the platform by typing the necessary information.
Figure 5 - Login and
Registration on eDelphi
Creating a new panel
1.
After logging in the
platform, create a new panel
on the left (see Figure 6). All
created panels will be viewable
and accessible on the “My
Panels” section on the left.
Figure 6 - Creating a new panel
on eDelphi
2. In the new pop-up window,
write some information about the
panel. In the top text field enter
the desired title for the panel and
in the lower text field enter a
suitable description for the panel
(see Figure 7). After putting all the
necessary information, click the
“Finish” button.
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Figure 7 - Entering information about the newly created panel
3. Next you are greeted with your panel page (see Figure 8). On this page you can add reading
material, queries (meaning surveys) and bulletins for the Delphi forecasting. There are also
tabs to manage and monitor your panel and a tab dedicated to reporting issues with the
eDelphi software.

Figure 8 - Panel page
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4. Under the “DOCUMENTS” section you can add necessary files such as documents and images
about the panel
5. Under the “BULLETINS” section you can add notifications and news about the panel.
Creating a query (survey)
1. To create a query or a survey for your panel, go to the panel page and click the paper file icon
in the “QUERIES” section (see Figure 9).
Figure 9 - Creating a query
2.
Next, you will land on
the “SETTINGS” tab under the
“MANAGE QUERIES” page (see
Figure 10). Here you can edit
or fill in the information about
the survey as well as change
the state of the query. In the
upper text field, fill in the
name of the query and in the
lower text field give some
necessary information
regarding the query.
To make your query visible to participants, change the query state to “Active”. To add
another survey, click the paper file icon in the “QUERIES” section on the left.

Figure 10 - Filling information about the query
3. After all the necessary edits, click the “SAVE” button to save the query. All saved queries will
appear under the “QUERIES” section.
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4. Next, click the “PAGES” tab in your query. To add a question to your query, click the “Create
page” link. In eDelphi, one page represents one question (see Figure 11).
Figure 11 - Create a new
page in the query
5. In the new pop-up
window, select the type of
page to create. The
descriptions for each page
appear by hovering your
mouse over it (see Figure
12).
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Figure 12 - Selecting the page (question) type
6. As a first page, a Text page is typically useful to introduce the query. In the respective text
fields, come up with a page title and add any necessary text or attachments such as images,
videos and links. At the bottom, choose a suitable status for the question (see Figure 13).
Remember to save the question too!

Figure 13 - Adding a page
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7. Add as many questions as necessary and use the most suitable query types for each. There
are 12 options for different query types. Below you find the description for the most
common query forms.










1D-scale - This simple scale-question is one of the basic query types of Delphi-method. Panelists
often find this query type motivating for its clarity, especially when the answers are seen on real
time. In most cases, the probability of the phenomenon - usually the future thesis - is examined on
a scale that is presented as a bar graph. At a glance, the panelist can see the arguments and the
distribution of both his/her own and other panelists’ answers ( see Figure 14 as an example of this
query type).
2D-scale - The two-variable scale question is probably the most used query type of Delphi method.
It is particularly suitable for evaluating future theses. When the answers are real-time, then the
answers are presented in a two-dimensional graph where each scale selection is placed in the
matrix. The most frequently used evaluation criteria are the probability and desirability of the
future thesis. In the context of scenario building, you may use this query type to evaluate the level
of uncertainty and the level of importance related to earlier identified future uncertainties.
Timeline -query type is one of the basic forms of future research. It estimates the time (a year)
when any phenomenon occurs entirely or to a certain extent. In addition to a single year, it is
possible to evaluate a time window, i.e. two times, the first of which is the earliest possible date
and the second is the last possible date. The timeline -query type is used in particular in
technology evaluations.
Time Series - The time series -query type is often an excellent choice when the phenomenon
under observation has numerical historical information, i.e. statistics that are presented in the
query as an actual time series. Time series requires more defining than other query types, but
often the trouble is rewarded in response. Time series -query type generates usually a lot of
answers and arguments. Partly the reason is that such a question is perceived as neutral, so taking
a position in the direction of another is subjectively easy.
Grouping - The Grouping query type is suitable for classifying phenomena or their backgrounds.
For example, a suitable function for Delphi is to evaluate the background factors of a research
subject using an expert panel.

Figure 14 - Example for 1D-scale question
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Inviting users to the panel
1. Go the “ADMINISTRATION” tab on the panel page.
2. On the bottom right, click on “Invite / Add Users” (see Figure 15).
Figure 15 - Adding a user to the panel

3.
Type the email of the
participant in the text field on
the upper left and click on the
email that comes in the
suggestion field (see Figure 16).
Add all participants by their
email one by one. The added
participant’s email will appear
in the “USERS TO BE INVITED”
box.
Figure 16 - Adding a participant's
email

4.
Edit the invitation
according to your own needs
in the “INVITATION” text box.
The terms in [BRACKETS] will
automatically adjust. Do NOT
edit or delete [ACCEPT URL].
New participants are only able
to join the panel through that
link.
5.
Determine which part
of the panel the acceptance
link takes the participants. The
default setting is the front page of the panel
6. By checking the " Add Users Directly” box, participants will be able to join the panel without
and invitation link.
7. When everything is set up, send the invitation.
8. After a brief moment invited participants will receive the email containing the invitation link
to the panel section determined by the administrator.
Answering a query (survey)
1. In the panel page click on the survey you wish to reply to (see Figure 17).
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Figure 17 - Choosing a query to answer

2. The first page of a survey is typically an introduction that can be commented on (depending
on the administrator settings). Click “NEXT” or “SKIP QUESTION” to proceed (see Figure 18).

Figure 18 - Example of introduction page

3. Depending on the type of page, the reply will differ. The participant can always comment on
the page e.g. by providing the reasoning behind their reply (see Figure 19).
15
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Figure 19 - Replying and commenting on a survey

4. Clicking “PREVIOUS” or “NEXT” always saves the progress of the reply.
5. It is also possible to “SKIP QUESTIONS” and to edit any replies or comments.
6. When all questions have been addressed, press the SAVE button and you will be redirected
back to the panel page where other surveys can be replied to.
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FURTHER INFORMATION

1. The eDelphi tool can be accessed at https://www.edelphi.org/
2. Under the “HELP” section on the front page (https://www.edelphi.org/help.page) there is indepth material for using eDelphi.
3. eDelphi is an open source platform that relies on user feedback for its development. Send
any bugs or issues when using eDelphi here (https://www.edelphi.org/reportissue.page).
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